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56th Cape Cod Writers Center Conference
Literary Inspiration by the Sea

August 2-5, 2018
The Resort and Conference Center at Hyannis

Congratulations! You’ve just opened the 2018 Cape Cod Writers Center
Conference brochure. These pages describe the courses, presentations and
faculty you’ll enjoy from August 2-5 at the Resort and Conference Center at
Hyannis, but they only hint at the welcoming atmosphere of the conference
and its participants. 

We’re also pleased to report that this is our 56th conference. According to
numerologists, this number represents the importance of relationships,
specifically those that encourage cooperation. Relationships, after all, are
central to a writer’s work. Our job is to determine, describe – and sometimes
dramatize – the way people interact, whether we’re novelists, nonfiction
writers, poets or screenwriters.

Browse through these pages and you’ll find courses, presentations, mentoring
opportunities and talks ranging from the literary to social media, promotion and
publicity. Along the way we hope you’ll network with fellow students and
faculty, spend time at the conference bookstore, attend our free Friday lunchtime
discussion groups, hear our keynote speaker at the Saturday luncheon, and attend
the Friday and Saturday evening readings. Conference workshops range from one
to three sessions, but be sure to leave time to enjoy the scenic beauty of the Cape. 

Nothing is more inspiring than the Cape’s spacious beaches, hidden coves, and
ever-changing tides – especially after a stimulating session at the conference.

Nancy Rubin Stuart
Executive Director
Cape Cod Writers Center 

Welcome
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Hank Phillippi Ryan is the on-air investigative
reporter for Boston's 7News, winning 34 Emmys and
dozens more journalism honors. National bestselling
author of ten mysteries, Ryan's also an award-winner in
her second profession – with five Agathas, two
Anthonys, two Macavitys, the Daphne and Mary
Higgins Clark Award. Critics call her “a superb story-
teller.” Her novels are in Library Journal's Best of 2014,
2015 and 2016. Her Say No More is also the Mary
Higgins Clark, Daphne and Agatha Award nominee.

Hank’s a founder of MWA University and 2013 president of National Sisters
in Crime. Watch for Trust Me in August 2018. 

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Keynote Lunch with Hank Phillippi Ryan
Saturday, August 4, 12:30 to 2:15 pm

Book Signing and Sale to Follow

Keynote Speaker

Cape Cod Writers Center Board of Directors
Barbara Eppich Struna, President

Madeline Holt, Vice President
Hugh Blair-Smith, Treasurer

Robert Reece, M.D., Secretary-Clerk

Directors
Jeff Carter; James Kershner; Steven H. Manchester;

Alyssa Metcalfe; Judith Partelow; Barbara Sillery; Katrina Valenzuela

Executive Director
Nancy Rubin Stuart



Registration 
Thursday Afternoon, August 2
Those who already registered for the 2018
Cape Cod Writers Center Conference may
obtain their conference packets at the Resort
and Conference Center at 35 Scudder Avenue,
Hyannis, MA from 2 to 4:30 pm on Thursday.
Those unable to attend that day should visit the registration desk from 8:00 am
to 4:30 pm before their first class at the conference.

Opening Reception
Thursday Afternoon, August 2
Registrants are invited to attend a welcoming
reception Thursday afternoon from 4 to 5:30
pm at the Resort and Conference Center at
Hyannis.

Welcome and Introductions
Thursday Evening, 5:45 to 6:30 pm
Immediately after our Opening Reception, you are
invited to attend the Cape Cod Writers Center
formal welcome and introduction of the faculty. 

Agent Quick Query Critiques
Thursday Evening, 6:45 to 7:45 pm An on-the-spot critique of your query
letter. Registration required. See page 14.

Conference Bookstore
The Conference Bookstore is located in the
lobby near the classrooms and sells books by
faculty and Cape Cod Writers Center members.
This is a wonderful opportunity to support local
authors and find the perfect summer read.

Conference Scholarships Available
Several scholarships are offered, including the Marion R. Vuilleumier
Scholarship and the Kevin V. Symmons Scholarship for Second Career Writers.
Please email a letter to writers@capecodwriterscenter.org by June 15 stating
financial need along with a double-spaced writing sample in Word. Include
your home address and phone numbers. Notifications will be emailed by July 13.
Scholarships are applied to course fees and include volunteer service during the
conference.

Conference Information
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The Resort and Conference
Center at Hyannis

Rooms are available at the Resort and Conference
Center at Hyannis, 35 Scudder Ave., Hyannis, MA
02601 at the conference rate. Those staying at the
hotel may check in after 3 pm. Check-out time is 11
am. Registrants are not required to stay at the hotel
and may seek accommodations elsewhere.

Directions to the hotel and other info:
www.capecodresortandconferencecenter.com

866-828-8259 or 508-775-7775
The Resort and Conference Center at Hyannis is within walking distance to the town
with its many shops and restaurants. If you are a guest at the hotel, you may use
shuttles to nearby Craigville Beach and the ferries to the islands.

Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce List of Additional Hyannis Hotels
www.capecodchamber.org

Airports
Logan Airport (Boston, MA); TF Green Airport (Providence, RI); Barnstable Municipal Airport (Hyannis, MA)
Buses Serving Hyannis Area
Peter Pan Bonanza - 888-751-8800; Plymouth & Brockton - 508-746-0378; Greyhound - 800-231-2222
Taxis /Limos
Cape Coach Taxi - 508-790-8008; Executive Taxi - 508-776-3379; Town Taxi - 508-775-5555;
Cape Destinations - 866-760-2555; Carriage House Limousine, LLC - 508-432-6996
Car Rentals 
Thrifty 508-771-0450; Enterprise 508-778-8293; Budget 508-790-0163

Accommodations



Schedule • Cape Cod Writers Center Conference

8:00-10:00 am 10:15 am-12:15 pm 12:30-2:30 pm

LUNCH

ROUNDTABLE
TALKS

(12:30-2:15)

KEYNOTE
LUNCH
with
Hank

Phillippi Ryan

Death Investigators
as Characters

Michelle Clark

Choosing an Editor
Susan Schoenberger

Flash Memoir
Judah LeBlang

Power of Point of View
Diane O’Connell

FINAL
MENTORING
SESSIONS

Color Guide

Three Session Courses Two Session Courses One Session Courses

Please note that the schedule may be subject to change between the printing date
for this brochure and the conference due to unforeseen circumstances.
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Heroes, Villains, Sidekicks
C. E. Lawrence 

Mystery vs. Thriller
Mike Cooper

Poetic Uncertainties, Mysteries
David Surette 

Screenplay Structure
Patricia Meyer

Short Story: Gateway to Fiction
Susan Schoenberger

Social Media Marketing for Authors
Bobbie Carlton

Heroes, Villains, Sidekicks
C. E. Lawrence 

Mystery vs. Thriller
Mike Cooper

Poetic Uncertainties, Mysteries
David Surette 

Screenplay Structure
Patricia Meyer

Short Story: Gateway to Fiction
Susan Schoenberger

Social Media Marketing for Authors
Bobbie Carlton

Heroes, Villains, Sidekicks
C. E. Lawrence 

Mystery vs. Thriller
Mike Cooper

Poetic Uncertainties, Mysteries
David Surette 

Screenplay Structure
Patricia Meyer

Short Story: Gateway to Fiction
Susan Schoenberger

Social Media Marketing for Authors
Bobbie Carlton

Creative Nonfiction
Rick Beyer 

Finding Your Memoir
Judah Leblang 

Forensic Investigations
Michelle Clark

Making Characters Come Alive
Lou Aronica 

Writing from Childhood
Susan Tan 

Writing Your First YA Novel
Laurie Stolarz

Creative Nonfiction
Rick Beyer 

Finding Your Memoir
Judah Leblang 

Forensic Investigations
Michelle Clark

Making Characters Come Alive
Lou Aronica 

Writing from Childhood
Susan Tan 

Writing Your First YA Novel
Laurie Stolarz

Creative Nonfiction
Rick Beyer 

Finding Your Memoir
Judah Leblang 

Forensic Investigations
Michelle Clark

Making Characters Come Alive
Lou Aronica 

Writing from Childhood
Susan Tan 

Writing Your First YA Novel
Laurie Stolarz



4:45-6:45 Evening
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Faculty
Readings

Student
Readings
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2:30-4:30 pm

Grow Social Media Following
Bobbie Carlton

Knock ‘em Dead: Thrillers 
Mike Cooper

Middle Grade Fiction
Susan Tan 

Selling Your Work
C. E. Lawrence 

The Second Draft
Diane O’Connell 

Triple S: YA Story Structure
Laurie Stolarz

Grow Social Media Following
Bobbie Carlton

Knock ‘em Dead: Thrillers 
Mike Cooper

Middle Grade Fiction
Susan Tan 

Selling Your Work
C. E. Lawrence 

The Second Draft
Diane O’Connell 

Triple S: YA Story Structure
Laurie Stolarz

The Power of Point of View
Diane O’Connell

First Ten Pages of Your Script
Patricia Meyer

Historical Research
Rick Beyer

Fanning Poetic Sparks
David Surette

Seven Pitfalls for Novelists
Lou Aronica

Agent Panel
Noah Ballard, Monika Woods,
Monica Odom 

The Power of Point of View
Diane O’Connell

First Ten Pages of Your Script
Patricia Meyer

Historical Research
Rick Beyer

Fanning Poetic Sparks
David Surette

Seven Pitfalls for Novelists
Lou Aronica

Middle Grade and YA Books
Eric Myers 



Course Descriptions
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THREE SESSION COURSES
Heroes, Villains and Sidekicks C. E. Lawrence Aug. 3-5  8-10 am 
Sherlock Holmes. Professor Moriarty. Dr. Watson. We all know these names, and
recognize them as either villains or heroes – but what makes someone a good guy
or a heel? And what do all classic sidekicks have in common? The course will cover
these and other archetypes in classic and modern fiction, including how to create
more compelling protagonists and antagonists in your own stories – whether you’re
writing crime thrillers, mysteries, or literary fiction.

Mystery vs. Thriller: It's More Than Marketing Mike Cooper  Aug. 3-5 8-10 am
A mystery reveals the villain in the final chapter, a thriller in the first. Detectives think
with their heads; heroes speak with their fists. Lately, though, the genres have bled into
each other. Does the distinction still make sense? We'll find the strengths of each side
and discuss how to bring them together, strengthening the story that YOU want to tell.

Poetic Uncertainties, Mysteries, and Doubts David Surette  Aug. 3-5  8-10 am
What makes a memory a poem? Is it enough just to remember? How do we dig deeper
into the experience? We will read how poets start with a memory and then turn it
on its head, celebrating the opposite of what they thought it meant, enjoying its
“uncertainties, mysteries, and doubts.” Then we will write.

Screenplay Structure: A Hybrid Formula Patricia Meyer Aug. 3-5  8-10 am
The art and craft of screenwriting requires a precise and modulated structure and is
best served by the classic 3-Act paradigm with an overlay of the 8-Sequence approach
and the application of Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey. This course will illuminate
this tried-and-true hybrid approach to effective screenplay development.

Short Story: Gateway to Fiction Susan Schoenberger Aug. 3-5  8-10 am
Learn how writing and publishing short stories and flash fiction can open the door
to a career that includes longer forms such as novels and memoirs. What makes a
great short story? How are the best ones structured? And if you write one you love,
how do you go about getting it published?

Social Media Marketing for Authors Bobbie Carlton Aug. 3-5  8-10 am
Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and more) can be great ways to build your
community and your audience. We’ll walk through what you need to know about social
media marketing. This intermediate course assumes a basic level of understanding about
social media on a personal and professional level. Let’s take it to the next level.

Creative Nonfiction Rick Beyer Aug. 3-5 10:15 am-12:15 pm
It is one thing to write nonfiction. It is quite another to painstakingly craft narratives
designed to appeal to publishers and readers. This workshop guides nonfiction writers
who want to take their next creative step. From idea selection, to structure, to editing
and pitching, develop tools and learn tips to hone your craft and think like an author.
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Finding Your Memoir Judah Leblang    Aug. 3-5  10:15 am-12:15 pm
Developing a memoir involves a personal exploration on the part of the writer/narrator.
This workshop explores various elements of crafting a memoir, including finding a
central question, developing a throughline or theme, exploring the line between
truth and fiction, and writing about family. We will review short readings on these
topics and complete writing exercises to help refine your focus and move forward
with your writing project.

Forensic Investigations Michelle Clark Aug. 3-5 10:15 am-12:15 pm
You’ve killed someone in your novel, now what? In this course, you’ll learn important
details you’ll need to describe your death scenes. We’ll review what happens at a
scene from the moment of the 911 call until the completion of the investigation. You’ll
leave this three-day session slightly horrified, but educated on what death scenes
truly look like, what investigators do to solve them, and how to incorporate that infor-
mation into your stories.

Making Characters Come Alive Lou Aronica Aug. 3-5 10:15 am-12:15 pm
If readers connect with the characters, they’ll follow a writer just about anywhere.
Yet many writers struggle to create characters that are both relatable and realistic.
In these three sessions you’ll learn how to make characters live in your mind so you
can make them live in the minds of your readers, predict how your characters would
respond to any situation and how to make them sympathetic to readers even if they
are alien or despicable.

Writing from Childhood Susan Tan  Aug. 3-5 10:15 am-12:15 pm
Flannery O’Connor writes: “If you’ve survived your childhood, you have enough
material to write about for the rest of your life.” Childhood memories offer potent
material for stories and are particularly powerful resources for authors writing
about children. In this course, we’ll examine middle grade novels based on childhood
experiences, analyze how authors use memories as a basis for their fiction, and explore
how our own memories can fuel narrative. Particular focus will be placed on character
development and narration. Each participant should bring a draft of a first chapter
of a novel in progress.

Writing Your First YA Novel Laurie Stolarz Aug. 3-5  10:15 am-12:15 pm
This workshop helps those interested in writing a young adult novel develop the tools to begin.
We will examine literary devices such as plot, setting, character, dialogue, point-of-view, and
tense, examine story structure and discover the best way to tell those stories.
Additionally, we will explore what makes compelling young adult fiction. We will also look
at the techniques used by contemporary authors of young adult novels to further pacing,
the use of transitions and silences, and how they drive their work deeper into mystery.

The Power of Point of View: Hidden Character Gems Diane O’Connell
Aug. 3-4 2:30-4:30 pm *Sunday, Aug. 5: 12:30-2:30 pm

Point of view (POV) is probably the most misunderstood technique in the fiction
writer’s toolkit. Yet it is the most powerful tool for revealing your characters in a way
that fully engages readers. But exploiting POV involves much more than choosing which
characters tell the story. Through guided writing exercises, you will learn how to use
POV to develop three-dimensional characters and how to illuminate them through
dialogue, descriptions, exposition and action. You will come away with a deeper
knowledge of your characters and will understand how POV advances the story.

Course Descriptions



Course Descriptions
TWO SESSION COURSES
Fanning Poetic Sparks Into Flames David Surette Aug. 3 & 4   2:30-4:30 pm
Do you have trouble starting a poem and even if you start, it fizzles out? We will find
the spark to start and the ways to keep it cooking along, pen to paper, fingers on the
keyboard. Come write poems with us.

Historical Research Rick Beyer Aug. 3 & 4   2:30-4:30 pm
Ready to become a history detective? Come explore basics of historical research, digging
into the past for details to bring your history-based narrative to life. How do you start?
Where do you go? What pitfalls should you avoid? "History would be a wonderful
thing,” said Leo Tolstoy, “if only it were true." Learn to piece together clues and differing
accounts to discern what is really true…or at least as true as you can make it.

Seven Pitfalls for Novelists to Avoid Lou Aronica Aug. 3 & 4   2:30-4:30 pm
Writing a novel is hard work even under the best circumstances. Sometimes we make
it even harder when we fall into traps that are easily avoidable. Here, we’ll discuss
seven of those traps, why they are so problematic from a reader’s perspective, and
how you can steer clear of all of them.

The First Ten Pages of Your Script Patricia Meyer Aug. 3 & 4 2:30-4:30 pm
In today’s oversaturated marketplace screenwriters have only one chance to interest
a buyer or representative in their screenplays. That one shot lies in the “hook” of the
script’s first ten pages. This seminar will illuminate the elements required to keep
your reader engaged and eager to find out what happens next.

Grow Your Social Media Following Bobbie Carlton Aug. 3 & 4  4:45-6:45 pm
You’ve got your social media accounts set up. Now you want to know how to grow a
following. We’ll answer questions like: Which social networks are right for me and my
audience? What should I tweet, post, and Like? How do I grow my community? How
do I convert followers and Likes to book sales?

Knock ‘em Dead: Thrillers That Grab Readers by the Throat Mike Cooper
Aug. 3 & 4   4:45-6:45 pm

The blurbs are easy: "fast-paced, action-packed, compelling." The novel to earn those
quotes – that's harder. We'll open the secret armories of successful thriller authors:
how to set the hook and escalate conflict while avoiding a one-note actionfest, build
characters who balance martial skills and human vulnerability, and develop plots that
zigzag to a conclusion no one sees coming.

Middle Grade Fiction Susan Tan Aug. 3 & 4 4:45-6:45 pm
In this course, you’ll learn about the wide range of middle grade fiction. Together, we’ll
unpack and practice its spectrum of styles, with a focus on world building, character
development, and approaching conflict with child characters. Please bring a draft of a first
chapter of a novel in progress to workshop in these sessions.

Selling Your Work   C. E. Lawrence Aug. 3 & 4 4:45-6:45 pm
Okay, you’ve written a book, short story, essay, or poem. How do you get your work
out to the public – or better yet, find an agent or editor? This course examines the
ins and outs of publishing – what sells, how to craft that elusive query letter, using
the internet as a sales tool, and how to present yourself professionally. You’ll also
craft and perfect that all-important “elevator pitch” for agents and editors.

10
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Course Descriptions
The Second Draft Diane O’ Connell Aug. 3 & 4 4:45-6:45 pm
You’ve finished your first draft…now what? Most aspiring authors feel adrift when turning
a flawed first draft into a marketable manuscript. This workshop provides a step-by-step
approach that removes the mystery and angst of revision process. You’ll learn how
to diagnose your draft for essential storytelling elements including originality, character
development, structure and pacing. You’ll also learn a multi-step plan to approach
your revisions and discover mistakes most first-time authors make.

Triple S: YA Story Structure Laurie Stolarz Aug. 3 & 4   4:45-6:45 pm
Structure, Secrets, and Suspense? Does your young adult novel pass the Triple S test? This
workshop examines all things structural, secretive, and suspenseful as they relate to young
adult literature. First we’ll examine the structural elements of young adult fiction, identify
the essential components of story, and apply them to our own work. Then we will look deeper
into story and character, identify the secrets of our characters, how they influence moti-
vation, dialogue, action, relationships, and their opponents. Lastly, we will examine the role
of suspense in fiction. Come prepared to test your work-in-progress or plan something new.

ONE SESSION COURSES
Finding the Best Agent for Your Work:  A Panel Aug. 3   2:30-4:30 pm
Literary agents Monica Odom (Liza Dawson Associates), Noah Ballard, and Monika
Woods (Curtis Brown, Ltd.) will discuss the ways writers can find the best agent for
their work and give their books the best chance at representation. In a forum using
real life examples, query advice, and social media etiquette, these agents will outline
how to approach, research, and contact prospective agents. They will also allot time
for questions and answers to best tailor the information to each writer’s concerns.

How Much to Reveal in Middle Grade and YA Books Eric Myers    Aug. 4  2:30-4:30 pm
Children and teenagers are no longer as sheltered as they once were. They now confront
adult realities – good, evil, and everything in between – at an earlier age. How far
should your Middle Grade or YA manuscript go in reflecting this? Bring a brief synopsis
of your manuscript, as well as some sample pages to read in a supportive, non-judgmental
atmosphere, and let’s discuss.

Death Investigators as Characters Michelle Clark Aug. 5  12:30-2:30 pm
This workshop provides an intimate look into the minds of death investigators. We’ll learn
what motivates them, how they think, the elements that drive them to investigate the dark
side of humanity, and what makes them interesting literary characters.You’ll also learn about
the skills they acquire and gain insights into certain cases that seem to defy explanation.

Flash Memoir Judah LeBlang Aug. 5  12:30-2:30 pm
Flash Memoir is one of today's newest literary forms. These are short nonfiction
snapshots as published in literary journals such as Brevity and The Sun. We will look
at examples of effective short pieces and will complete several writing exercise that
focus upon the development of compelling personal vignettes under 850 words.

What Kind of Editor Do You Need? Susan Schoenberger Aug. 5  12:30-2:30 pm
If you are writing fiction or memoir, you should know about the different types of
editing: Developmental, Copy Editing and Proofreading. For example, should a comma
follow "Copy Editing" in the previous sentence? If so, what kind of editor makes that
decision and can the author override it? Learn how to decide when you can ask a
friend for advice and when you should pay for professional help.



Lou Aronica is a New York Times bestselling author, award-winning
editor, and Publisher of the independent house, The Story Plant. Aronica
has also served as President of Novelists, Inc. and was previously
Deputy Publisher of Bantam Books and Publisher of Avon Books.
www.thestoryplant.com

Rick Beyer, a New York Times bestselling author and award-winning
filmmaker, has written seven non-fiction books, including The Greatest
Stories Never Told and The Ghost Army of WWII. His documentaries have
appeared on PBS, History, and National Geographic. The author of
numerous magazine articles, his autobiographical story “A Plate of Peas”

appears in the anthology I Thought My Father Was God, edited by Paul Auster.
www.rickbeyer.net

Bobbie Carlton is the founder of three companies: Carlton PR &
Marketing, Mass Innovation Nights (MIN), and Innovation Women, a
speakers’ bureau for entrepreneurial and technical women. Through
MIN’s social media powered events and marketing programs, Carlton
drives more than three million views a month for local entrepreneurs.
www.carltonprmarketing.com

Mike Cooper is the pseudonym of a former jack-of-all-trades. Under a
different name he has received wide recognition, including a Shamus Award,
a Thriller nomination, and inclusion in Best American Mystery Stories. His lat-
est novel is The Downside, winner of the Mysterious Press Award. Mike
lives outside Boston with his family. www.mikecooper.com

Michelle Clark is a medicolegal death investigator, case manager for the
unidentified in Connecticut and works with local, state, and federal agencies
on cold cases. She has a BS degree from the University of Hartford in Medical
Technology, a Masters in Forensic Science, and teaches forensic science at the
University of Hartford. linkedin.com/in/michelle-clark-79319883

C. E. Lawrence (pen name of Carole Buggé) is the author of ten pub-
lished novels, award-winning plays, musicals, poetry and short fiction.
Her most recent novel is the historical thriller Edinburgh Twilight, the first
book in the Ian Hamilton Mysteries. Her “Silent” series (Silent Screams
and its sequels) follows NYPD profiler Lee Campbell in his pursuit of seri-
al killers. Her Sherlock Holmes novels, The Star of India, and The

Haunting of Torre Abbey, have recently been reissued, along with her Claire
Rawlings mystery series. www.celawrence.com

Judah Leblang is a Boston-based writer, teacher and storyteller. His essays
and commentaries have been nationally broadcast on ABC-radio and NPR
stations. A columnist for Bay Windows, Boston's gay newspaper, Judah
is the author of Finding My Place: One Man's Journey from Cleveland to
Boston and Beyond, and has performed his original show, "One Man's
Journey through the Middle Ages" at fringe festivals around the country.
He teaches memoir writing at Grub Street in Boston. www.judahleblang.com

Faculty • Cape Cod Writers Center Conference
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Patricia K. Meyer has written screenplays for Martin Scorsese,
including all major studios. She has produced numerous television movies,
including the Emmy-nominated miniseries, The Women of Brewster Place.
After a decade teaching screenwriting at the American Film Institute, she
is a Clinical Assistant Professor of Screenwriting at Loyola Marymount’s
School of Film & Television.  www.imdb.com/name/nm0583307/

Diane O’Connell, a former Random House editor, is author of the
award-winning The Novel-Maker’s Handbook: The No-Nonsense Guide to
Crafting a Marketable Story. As editorial director of Write to Sell Your Book
she has helped dozens of authors achieve publishing success. Diane’s
passion for helping authors improve their craft has made her one of the
top editors in the field.  www.writetosellyourbook.com

Susan Schoenberger of West Hartford, CT, is a writer, editor, and
copywriter for news organizations, including The Baltimore Sun, The
Hartford Courant, and Patch.com. She now serves as Director of
Communications for Hartford Seminary in Hartford, CT.
www.susanschoenberger.com

David R. Surette’s new book of poetry is Malden. He is the author of
five other collections including Stable, named an Honor Book at the 2016
Massachusetts Book Awards. His poems recently appeared in the anthology
3 Nations Anthology: Native, Canadian & New England Writers. A Cape
Cod resident, he coaches varsity hockey at East Bridgewater Junior High
School. www.facebook.com/davidsurette.37

Laurie Stolarz is the author of popular young adult novels includ-
ing the Dark House series, the Touch series, Project 17, Shutter and
Bleed, (Disney/Hyperion Books for Children), as well as the bestselling Blue
is for Nightmares series (Flux Publications). With over a million books sold
worldwide, Stolarz’s titles have been optioned for TV and have appeared on
award lists, including the American Library Association’s Quick Picks for
Reluctant Readers and Top Ten Teen Picks. www.lauriestolarz.com

Susan Tan is the debut author of Cilla Lee-Jenkins: Future Author
Extraordinaire, a semi-autobiographical story based on her own expe-
riences growing up in a mixed-race family. A second book in the series,
Cilla Lee-Jenkins: This Book is A Classic was published in March 2018.
Susan was the 2015 Gish Jen Emerging Writers Fellow at the Writers’
Room of Boston and is a post-doctoral teaching fellow in the English

Department at UMass Boston.  www.susantanbooks.com

Faculty
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Agents & Quick Query Critiques
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Noah Ballard is an agent at Curtis Brown, Ltd. He received his BA in
English from the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and began his career in
publishing at Emma Sweeney Agency where he sold foreign rights for the
agency in addition to building his own client list. Noah specializes in literary
debuts, upmarket thrillers, and narrative nonfiction, and he is always on the
look-out for honest and provocative new writers. nb@cbltd.com

Eric Myers founded Myers Literary Management following two years
with Dystel, Goderich, & Bourret LLC and thirteen with The Spieler Agency.
A graduate of UCLA and the Sorbonne, Eric has written three books, all of
them published by St. Martin’s Press. He is especially interested in thrillers,
historical novels, YA, middle grade fiction, nonfiction in all categories, and
memoir with a strong author platform. His authors are Chris Grabenstein,
Lydia Kang, David Neilsen, Robert Hofler, and many more.  www.myersliterary.com

Monica Odom is an agent at Liza Dawson Associates, where she represents
a variety of nonfiction by authors with demonstrable platforms, as well as literary
and upmarket fiction, and illustrators. She earned her Masters in Publishing
from NYU in 2014 and has a B.A. in English from Montclair State University.
She loves to see a personal project turn into something original and sur-
prising and is committed to the expansion of diversity and inclusivity in the

publishing industry.  www.lizadawsonassociates.com/team/monica-odom/

Monika Woods is a literary agent at Curtis Brown, Ltd. She is a graduate
of the Columbia Publishing Course and former employee at Trident Media
Group and InkWell Management. She worked closely with leading voices
in contemporary literature. Her interests include literary and commercial
fiction and compelling non-fiction in food, popular culture, journalism, science,
and current affairs. Monika is particularly excited about plot-driven literary
novels, non-fiction that is creatively critical, has unique perspectives, and, above all,
original prose. vwww.mmw.cbltd.com

Agent Quick Query Critiques
Do you have a novel submission ready, but you're not sure if your query letter does
the job? Register for an Agent Quick Query meeting to get immediate, personal
and professional advice from an agent on the spot.

COST: $25 for Conference Registrants. Sign up on page 17.

YOU MUST BE REGISTERED FOR AT LEAST ONE COURSE
IN ORDER TO SCHEDULE AN AQQ CRITIQUE.

WHEN: Thursday, August 2, 6:45 - 7:45 pm Each critique lasts ten (10) minutes.

WHAT: An on-the-spot critique of your query letter or presentation to an agent.

Agents will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis, so sign up early! 

Ticket for the AQQC is required for an agent consultation. Please note there are a
limited number of slots for each agent. When assigned to an agent, you will
be notified. Your assignment ticket will be included in your registration packet.
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Manuscript Evaluation/Mentoring
Have you polished the first pages of
your completed manuscript or picture
book and are ready to show agents
and editors? Register for the manu-
script evaluation and receive feedback
from an agent or conference faculty
member. Web presence and social
media mentoring are also available.

NOTE: You must be registered for at least one course at the conference in order to schedule a
mentoring session.

Mentoring includes:

60 minutes of mentoring and an evaluation of
the first 10 pages of your manuscript. Cost: $150.

A valuable opportunity for an expert to analyze your writing
and provide feedback to further your writing skills.

Please send your pages by email as an attachment to the CCWC office no later
than July 16 (writers@capecodwriterscenter.org). Pages must be in Word and
follow standard manuscript layout: 12-point type, double-spaced, with 1” margins.
Email only; no hard copies. Late and incorrectly formatted manuscripts
will not be accepted.

Indicate on the page 17 registration form your top three choices for mentors from
the list below. Mentors will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis, so sign
up early. All appointments must be made through the staff of the CCWC.

Agents  Noah Ballard, Eric Myers, Monica Odom, Monica Woods

Faculty Member Mentors Lou Aronica, Rick Beyer, C. E. Lawrence (Carol Buggé), 
Bobbie Carlton, Michelle Clark, Mike Cooper, Judah Leblang, Patricia K. Meyer, Diane
O'Connell, Laurie Stolarz, David Surrette, Susan Tan
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Today at the Cape Cod Writers Center
Fifty-six years ago, Marion Rawson Vuilleumier founded the Cape
Cod Writers Center. Since August 1963, the Center has grown from a
regional writing retreat into a nationally recognized literary organiza-
tion. While best known for its annual summer conference, the Center
hosts a series of programs throughout the year, ranging from month-

ly meetings to craft-based workshops, critique groups, author talks, and seminars.

Our Programs Include 

Writers Critique Groups Genre-specific groups
that meet either monthly or bi-weekly to offer feedback
and constructive criticism on works-in-progress.

Writers Night Out These lively, informal meetings
are open to members and nonmembers for networking,
mini-workshops, readings, and craft sessions led by literary
and social media experts.

Pathways to Publication Prominent authors,
editors and social media experts conduct these week-
end seminars to help members improve their literary,
research, and promotional skills.

Young Writers Program Taught by pro-
fessional authors these free five morning sessions
held during a school vacation week offers talent-
ed students ages 12-18 the opportunity to receive
individualized instruction in fiction, nonfiction
and poetry. Hosted in public libraries, this unique
program is made possible through grants and
donations.

Books and the World This popular
event showcases local authors and their
works in half-hour interviews. They air on
a community television network and
appear on YouTube.
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Registration or register online at
www.capecodwri terscenter.org

THREE SESSION COURSES (2hours per day, 6 hours total) Cost is $150 per course.

Heroes, Villains, Sidekicks – C. E. Lawrence,  Fri.-Sun. 8:00-10:00  $____________

Mystery vs. Thriller – Mike Cooper, Fri.-Sun. 8:00-10:00 $____________

Poetic Uncertainties, Mysteries – David Surette,  Fri.-Sun. 8:00-10:00 $____________

Screenplay Structure – Patricia Meyer,  Fri.-Sun. 8:00-10:00 $____________

Short Story: Gateway to Fiction – Susan Schoenberger,  Fri.-Sun. 8:00-10:00 $____________

Social Media Marketing for Authors – Bobbie Carlton,  Fri.-Sun. 8:00-10:00 $____________

Creative Nonfiction – Rick Beyer,  Fri.-Sun. 10:15-12:15 $____________

Finding Your Memoir – Judah Leblang, Fri.-Sun. 10:15-12:15 $____________

Forensic Investigations – Michelle Clark,  Fri.-Sun. 10:15-12:15 $____________

Making Characters Come Alive – Lou Aronica,  Fri.-Sun. 10:15-12:15 $____________

Power of Point of View – Diane O’Connell, Fri.-Sat. 2:30-4:30 & Sun.12:30-2:30 $____________

Writing from Childhood – Susan Tan,  Fri.-Sun. 10:15-12:15 $____________

Writing Your First YA Novel – Laurie Stolarz,  Fri.-Sun. 10:15-12:15 $____________

TWO SESSION COURSES (2hours per day, 4 hours total) Cost is $120 per course.

First 10 Pages of Your Script – Patricia Meyer,  Fri. & Sat. 2:30-4:30 $____________

Historical Research – Rick Beyer,  Fri. & Sat. 2:30-4:30 $____________

Poetic Sparks Into Flames – David Surette,  Fri. & Sat. 2:30-4:30 $____________

Seven Pitfalls for Novelists to Avoid – Lou Aronica,  Fri. & Sat. 2:30-4:30 $____________

Grow Social Media Following – Bobbie Carlton,  Fri. & Sat. 4:45-6:45 $____________

Knock ‘em Dead: Thrillers – Mike Cooper, Fri. & Sat. 4:45-6:45 $____________

Middle Grade Fiction – Susan Tan,  Fri. & Sat. 4:45-6:45 $____________

Selling Your Work – C. E. Lawrence,  Fri. & Sat. 4:45-6:45 $____________

The Second Draft – Diane O’ Connell,  Fri. & Sat. 4:45-6:45 $____________

Triple S: YA Story Structure – Laurie Stolarz,  Fri. & Sat. 4:45-6:45 $____________

ONE SESSION COURSES (2 hours) Cost is $70 per course.

Agent Panel – Noah Ballard, Monika Woods, Monica Odom, Friday 2:30-4:30 $____________

Middle Grade and YA Books – Eric Myers, Saturday 2:30-4:30 $____________

Choosing an Editor – Susan Schoenberger, Sun. 12:30-2:30 $____________

Death Investigators as Characters – Michelle Clark,  Sun. 12:30-2:30 $____________

Flash Memoir – Judah Leblang, Sun. 12:30-2:30 $____________

SUBTOTAL: Please bring subtotal to the top of next page $____________
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Registration • Page 2

-0-

YOUR INFORMATION

Name _________________________________ Email ___________________________________

Home Phone _____________________________  Cell Phone ___________________________

Street or P. O. Box________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip __________________________________________________________________

q I will be at least 18 in August 2018.  You must be at least 18 years old to attend the conference.

q Check#_______________   Returned checks: $30 penalty.

or register at www.capecodwriterscenter.org

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION

Name: _____________________________________  Email: _____________________________________

Home phone: _______________________________  Cell phone: _________________________________

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE BY JULY 20, 2018

SUBTOTAL from previous page $_____________

You must be registered for a course to participate in the Manuscript Evaluation and/or Agent Quick Query Critiques.

Mentoring and Manuscript Evaluation Select three possible mentors from the list provided on pg. 15.

For one hour of manuscript evaluation  $150 $____________

Mentor Name: _____________________________   Mentor Name: _____________________________
FIRST CHOICE SECOND CHOICE

Mentor Name: _____________________________  
THIRD CHOICE

q  CCWC members who paid dues after January 1, 2018. $_____________

q  Nonmembers registration ($75) includes membership until May 1, 2019 $_____________

q  I will be attending the Saturday Keynote Luncheon ($28/person) $_____________

q  Contribution to support CCWC programs $_____________

q  Contribution to Marion R. Vuilleumier Scholarship $_____________

q  $20 late fee after July 20, 2018 $_____________

AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $_____________

PLEASE NOTE Registration closes on July 20. If you register after that date, a $20 late fee will be
applied. However, if you are already registered and wish to add a course, there is no additional charge. 

NO REFUNDS will be issued for cancellations after July 20.
CLASS CANCELLATION POLICY CCWC reserves the right to cancel classes. In that event you will receive a full refund.

Agent Quick Query Critiques, August 2, 2018 at 6:45 pm. Ten minute consultation on your written
query with an agent listed below. Please check your top three choices from the list below. Space is limited.
Assignments made on a first-come, first-served basis. $25 per consultation.  
q Noah Ballard     q Eric Myers     q Monica Odom q Monica Woods         $____________



History of the Cape Cod Writers Center
Writers have long been inspired by Cape Cod’s inviting beaches, beautiful vistas,
and quaint villages. In 1962 a group of writers called the Twelve O’Clock
Scholars decided to honor the Cape’s famous literary tradition by founding the

Cape Cod Writers Center Conference. Among the
earliest presenters were authors Isaac Asimov,
Art Buchwald and Jacques Barzun. Headed by
dynamic Cape author Marion Rawson Vuilleumier,
the Cape Cod Writers Center Conference first
convened at the Craigville Conference Center in
Centerville in August 1963.

Over the years the Cape Cod Writers Center Conference produced a literary
anthology and hosted workshops, informative panels, evening lectures and
manuscript evaluations by distinguished authors, editors and professors. By
the 1980s, Vuilleumier and the board of directors had expanded the Center’s
offerings to include a community television program, Books
and the World, as well as a Young Writers program and a writ-
ers literary workshop aboard the Queen Elizabeth 2. Marge
Piercy conducted a workshop in poetry in 1986 and 30 years
later, to our delight, returned with her husband Ira Wood.

The Cape Cod Writers Center has evolved into a vibrant,
nationally recognized literary organization with monthly
meetings, writing workshops, scholarships, youth programs,
and a popular summer conference.

Past presenters pictured below: Claire Cook, Malachy McCourt, Lisa
Genova, Andre Dubus III, Meg Wolitzer, Colum McCann, and Jaimy
Gordon. Others included Alicia Anstead, William Martin, Joseph
Finder, and Rishi Reddi.

The Cape Cod Writers Center

Brochure designed by West Barnstable Press Photography by Nancy Rubin Stuart, Nancy Viall Shoemaker
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B.A. Shapiro
2017 Keynote Speaker

CAPE COD WRITERS CENTER
P.O. Box 408, Osterville, MA 02655 • 508-420-0200

www.capecodwriterscenter.org • writers@capecodwriterscenter.org 
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